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“We don’t have to always post stuff to help us learn”: informal learning through social 

networking in a Beginners’ Chinese group 

[A] Introduction 

The notion of exploiting social networking (SN) sites for language learning and teaching has 

invoked Messianic responses from the language education community. However, empirical 

evidence is often limited to descriptions of conventional online projects, e.g. 

telecollaborations. Yet to be explored are differences between instructed activities online 

which are instructor-directed and non-instructed participation on SN sites. Lamy and Zourou 

(forthcoming) argue that there is a difference between interacting (as practised in online 

language classes since the early 90s) and networking (as enabled by SN sites). If participants 

are meeting on an SN site rather than on a conventional discussion board, then following 

what we have learnt from task design scholarship over two decades (Hampel, 2006), they 

should engage the specific affordances of such sites. The chapter addresses the need to better 

understand the nature of adjunct ‘networking for language learning’ practices. To frame the 

inquiry, two schemes are used:  1) criteria for identifying SN practices (Musser et al; 2006; 

Lankshear and Knobel, 2008a); and 2) tools for analyzing social learning in informal settings 

(Schugurensky; 2000, 2007; Fenwick and Tennant, 2004).  

 

 [A] Informal learning  

It is helpful to distinguish between formal/informal learning, and formal/informal settings. 

Formal learning can take place in a formal setting (e.g. a tutor-supported classroom) or an 

informal one (e.g. a tutor-supported Facebook group). Informal learning (IL) too can occur in 

formal settings (for example adventitious learning in class) or informal ones. Furthermore SN 

websites too can be either formal spaces (where participation is dependent on being 
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registered with an organization, sometimes for a fee) or informal spaces (where the minimum 

pre-requisite for participation is to have set up one’s profile). This study deals with IL in 

informal settings. 

 

Despite long roots in adult and citizenship education going back to Paulo Freire, research into 

IL is scarce. Schugurensky (2000, 2007) explains this by the difficulty of evidencing any type 

of learning, compounded by the fact IL data is difficult to track down. IL can be intentional 

but can also be non-intentional and non-conscious, becoming conscious long after exposure 

to the learning event. He conceptualizes three forms of IL. First, self-directed learning refers 

to “learning projects” undertaken by individuals (alone or as part of a group) without the 

assistance of an 'educator' (teacher, instructor, facilitator) [   ]. It is intentional because the 

individual has the purpose of learning something even before the learning process begins, and 

it is conscious, in the sense that the individual is aware that she or he has learned something” 

(2000, p.3). Secondly incidental learning “refers to learning experiences that occur when the 

learner did not have any previous intention of learning something out of that experience, but 

after the experience she or he becomes aware that some learning has taken place.” (ibid. p 4). 

Finally, socialization “refers to the internalization of values, attitudes, behaviors, skills, etc. 

that occur during everyday life, [for example] some people may not be aware that they have 

learned something in a particular experience until they have a conversation with a person who 

asks questions about their learnings, eliciting retrospective recognition.” (ibid. p. 4-5). 

 

Fenwick and Tennant (2004) propose four ‘lenses’ on adult learning, warning that these 

should not be viewed as discrete or mutually exclusive but as synergistic, having the potential 

to “illuminate learning processes and suggest educative responses in particular pedagogical 

situations” (p 56). The four are: 
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 learning as acquisition: this lens considers knowledge as substantive and 

something an individual obtains through learning experiences;  

 learning as reflection: this lens focuses on learners as active constructors of 

knowledge, creating new meanings and realities rather than ingesting pre-

existing knowledge;  

 practice-based community: this lens focuses on human ability to participate 

meaningfully in everyday activities within particular communities of practice;  

 learning as embodied, co-emergent processes: sees learning as emerging via 

relationships that develop among all participants in a given context and 

includes participants, “spatial arrangements and movements, tools and 

objects” (p. 56). 

 

Table 1 below shows how the first three lenses are used to understand forms of IL on the SN 

sites of the current project. Explicit in the student posts
i
, these illustrate acquisition (Student 

KC’s acquisition of a grammatical rule), reflection (Student OS’s review of his progress) and 

community orientation (students bonding and reflecting on shared experiences of study 

anxiety).  
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Acquisition Reflection 

Student KC, 15 September 2011, 19:11 

 

Alright guys - quick question: Looking at the 

de shihou verb construction - do you need to use 

 "Le" after the state verb to show that the action is past tense? 

So to say - "when i was in London i was very busy" would  

you say: 

我在伦敦的时候，我很忙了 

Wo zai lundun de shihou, wo hen mang le? 

or 

我在伦敦的时候，我很忙，。 

Wo zai lundu de shihou, wo hen mang? 

 

[There follow 8 posts expressing various views and joking] 

 

Student OQ, 15 September 2011, 23:59 

 

i like to argue...either would be OK IMO. If you are confident  

and able enough to add several 'le' markers, I think they are OK.  

Language wise....its not wrong, its just that you dont need to  

repeat time and time again as its already assumed. 

 

Student KC, 17 September 2011, 17:07 

Checked with tutor last night, no need for a Le. 

 

Student OS, 3 September 2011, 10:36 

So has anyone else found their Mandarin starting to "click" recently? I 

think I've reached a kind of tip-over point where previously I had 

difficulty thinking in Mandarin (I kept resetting to German for some 

reason) I find that I can now unconsciously translate a lot more, and I 

can better remember words and phrases. I'm also finding myself 

leaning less on Google translate when I have text conversations 

(although my character recognition is still terrible.)  

I've still got a lot of work to do on my speaking and listening, but 

overall I'm feeling a lot more confident, and I'm really enjoying it, 

rather than actually trying to avoid Mandarin conversations now 

http://www.facebook.com/jez.biggs
http://www.facebook.com/groups/beginnerschinese/permalink/230053337043539/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/beginnerschinese/permalink/230053337043539/?comment_id=230161813699358&offset=0&total_comments=10
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Community orientation 

Student ZX, 8 June 2011, 18:46 

Eeek [Assignment] 5 already ! Only two more to go :o/ 

Student OS, 8 June 2011, 18:57 

 Yep, but at least this isn't a speaking one! 

Student KC,  8 June 2011, 19:30 

Jesus - i've just listened to the mp3 for [assignment] 5. Woosh - straight over me head. 

Student ZX, 8 June 2011, 19:32  

 Oh no ! I'm still behind too. I'm scared ! 

Student PH, 8 June 2011, 22:13 

 The next one is a speaking one though :( I really panic with sending the files together after what happened in [assignment]  1 :( x 

 Student OS,  9 June  2011, 14:43 

Well, I've done Part A! 

Student ZX, 9 June 2011, 14:44   

Well done you ! I'm yet to brave looking at the paper :o/ 

Student OS, 9 June 2011, 14:51  

Part A (listening) is more intimidating than part B (writing) 

Student PH, 9 June 2011, 14:52 ·  

I agree O !! The listening terrified me and took me ages of repeating and repeating to get even a guess at the answer !! This time though I 

really enjoyed the writing 

 

Table 1: Three examples of IL processes in the Beginners Chinese SN sites 

 

The fourth IL feature, the co-emergent process, can be understood  in reference to the rich 

online learning environment being co-built up by the learners through their social 
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networking, as illustrated in Figure 1: inside the black frame is the overall learning 

environment. Inside the speckled gray shape are the environments that have been created or 

found by students as their learning needs emerged, including the two Facebook groups and a 

range of spaces (top of the figure) as well as objects (bottom of the figure). 

 

 

 

Figure 1:an example of the co-emergent IL process 
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[A] Learning mediated through social networking 

The mid-2000s saw the publication of work from a range of disciplines that converge in 

general consensus on ways to distinguish between web 1.0. and web 2.0 (or the social web) 

on the basis of an industrial and post-industrial characterization. Originating in an analysis of 

trends in Internet and software commerce, O’Reilly’s (2005) account saw web 1.0 as 

embodying an industrial view of products and production, where value is a function of 

scarcity, while the web 2.0 reflects a service-oriented, post-industrial ethos where value is a 

function of dispersion and relies on collective expertise. Within the scholarship of new 

literacies meanwhile, Lankshear and Knobel’s (2006) structured their analysis of digital 

literacies for web 1.0 and web 2.0 through contrasting a physical-industrial and a digital take 

on literacies. In the second of these two mindsets, web 2.0 is not a collection of material 

artefacts but a network of enabling services; the focus is no longer on software firms and 

companies publishing and disseminating websites but on leverage and non-finite 

participation. Tools are no longer for producing but for “mediating and relating” (p. 38). The 

authors add that “the more a literacy practice can be seen to reflect the characteristics of the 

[second] mindset and, in particular, those qualities [ ... ] that internet commentators like Tim 

O’Reilly have associated with the concept of Web 2.0, the more it is entitled to be regarded 

as a new literacy” (p. 60, original italics). In line with this, Lankshear and Knobel (2008b) 

note that participation in web 2.0 social software applications involves work that ‘”gets done 

by means of encodification that is significantly different from more familiar literacy practices 

in physical-print space (e.g., letter writing) as well as in digital media spaces like weblogs, 

email clients, conventional websites, and so on” (p. 275). They go on to point to the way that 

users of conventional spaces make meaning primarily through text manipulation, while users 

of SNs enjoy easier faster ways of entering into negotiations with others due to 1) the SN 
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sites’ many automated processes for meaning-making - e.g. ‘liking’, ‘poking’, gift-sending 

etc; 2) the one-click facilities for adding applications and sharing complex multimedia objects 

such as images, audios and videos; and 3) a preference in SN sites for abbreviated textual 

material (e.g. status updates or Tweets). This leads Lankshear et al (2008b) to  concentrate on 

SN spaces that “require specialized interfaces that help participants manage information 

about themselves, facilitate connections with selected others through quick links to their 

profiles and automated updates etc, and help them manage diverse interpersonal interactions 

with others (e.g. text, image, video and audio messaging systems; testimonial spaces; song 

clip sharing facilities; interactive games; quizzes; photo sharing and tagging)” (ibid. p.250).  

The current study researches uses of these SN-specific features as they arise in Facebook and 

a more conventional online discussion format with some SN enhancements (full visual and 

textual profiles, linked blogs and wikis, and RSS feeds.) 

Building on Musser et al (2006), Zourou (2012) identifies these authors’ three criteria of user 

participation and re-use, openness and network effects as key to seeing whether possibilities 

for learning differ between the pre-social web and post-social web eras of language 

education. The first criterion, user participation and re-use,  has been  researched in web 1.0 

forums in language classes (Lamy and Hampel, 2007, p. 18). In web 2.0, however, these are 

augmented forms of participation that include re-mixing of digital objects (hence we name 

this category re-use throughout the chapter) through, aggregating, combining, tagging, or 

annotating them. For example, in language learning, re-use of digital content might involve 

“embedding it in the social networking routines that learners develop outside formal learning 

settings’ rather than reporting it formally on class blogs, as happened in earlier 

telecollaboration projects” (Zourou, 2012, paragraph 18).  
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 Figure 2 below shows an abbreviated discussion thread that illustrates re-use from the 

Beginners Chinese data: a public YouTube video created by a Westerner speaking Chinese 

well is posted by one student draws comments from 13 others, with unplanned character-

writing and reading practice occurring in response to this re-use.  

 

Figure 2: An example of re-use 

In this example, the initial learning object (the video) is appropriated by the group as a 

stimulus for a conversational exchange. This exchange in turn is used as a learning object by 
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student KC in Post 13, prompting him to reflect (self-deprecatingly) on his own proficiency, 

and leading student ZX in Post 14 to provide linguistic assistance. 

Openness refers ‘”to the conceptual change between creating in closed spaces (for instance: 

creating software with exclusive copyright and no editing possibilities for a private software 

company) and doing so with the community using an open, participatory method” (ibid., 

paragraph 22), one example being the user-created dictionary bab.la. In our data, openness is 

illustrated when students open blogs for their study-mates, inviting them to add to photo 

collections on free photographic repository sites, or creating free study aids for sharing 

among their peers. 

The third feature, network effects, occurs “when a product or service becomes more valuable 

as the number of people using it increases” (Musser et al, 2006: 13). Examples include word-

of-mouth dissemination, viral phenomena, and “other no-cost mechanisms” (ibid). Figure 3 

illustrates this with respect to  the Chinese Beginners corpus. 
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Figure 3: An example of network effects  

Here again the initial learning object on offer is a video whose potential value to the viewers 

is enhanced by additional documentation (wikipedia link) and enhanced again by becoming a 

learning object for a wider audience (the student’s own school students) and a means for the 

student to add no-cost value to her professional practice.  

[A] The terrain and population of the study 
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In their formal programs, good distance teaching institutions try to take account of the 

socialization needs of students, recognizing this as key to student achievement in non-

campus-based learning (Lamy, forthcoming). To assist social contact and compensate for the 

isolation from peers, the Open University provides staff-moderated forums, with participation 

optional though institutionally encouraged. In these forums students are under no formal 

learning constraints. Instructions for the use of these informal spaces typically declare:  

This forum is open to all students in this module. It is similar to a Café area where 

you can meet other students in the module and chat about general matters of interest 

to you related to the module (emphasis added). You can draw help and support from 

each other.  

However in the Chinese module under study here, the staff moderator decided to complement 

this general forum with another informal space entitled Culture, with this more specific 

instruction:  

This forum is for you to share and discuss your thoughts raised by the Culture Notes 

and in particular the 想一想xiǎng yi xiǎng ‘have a think’ sections in the [module’s] 

books.  

Thus the one forum, henceforth OUGeneral, was designed for “study-related exchange” 

(Wodzicki et al, 2012, p.9) or, expressed in terms of Schugurensky’s IL model, study-related 

socialization. The latter, henceforth OUCulture, was aligned more closely with the formal 

course although no set tasks were associated with it. 

This study’s data is comes from adult Chinese learners' interactions in these two spaces, plus 

another two on Facebook. Shortly after the opening of OUGeneral, a student decided to 

create a Facebook group. This having been greeted enthusiastically by peers, she opened a 
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public group (henceforth FBPublic). A few weeks later another student suggested on 

FBPublic that the cohort might like to use a private Facebook group. This idea also met with 

approval, and she created a second FB Group (henceforth FBPrivate). About 30 of the 

students took part in all four spaces during the period September 2010 to August 2011. The 

data in this chapter comprises posts contributed by these users during that period, 

corresponding to the formal study year
ii
. The whole corpus consists of 5372 posts, of which 

4016 were collected from both O.U. forums (the O.U. sub-corpus), and 1356 from both 

Facebook groups (the FB sub-corpus).  

 [A] Whole-corpus quantitative analysis: how students use SN features 

On first reading, it was clear that to the three features of SN suggested by Zourou, explained 

in the previous section – user participation, openness and network effects - a fourth needed to 

be added: link-display. A prevalent rhetorical move in digital meaning-making is when users 

display a link, thereby inviting others to visit it. In this study, the category link-display 

contains all occurrences of such invitations when they are met with no responses. 

Using posts as units of analysis was problematic as this method risked inflating category 

statistics: for example a user may post data for re-use, which does get taken up by others in a 

thread consisting of, say, 12 other posts about the same topic. While this might count as an 

example of networking on the part of each of the participants, the messy reality of human 

interaction means that not all 12 posts are likely to be entirely focused on re-use of the 

initiator’s data. Some posts will be only partly concerned with it, others may initiate a new 

topic within the same thread. For these reasons, entire threads were chosen as units of 

analysis. In other words a thread of whatever length that contains at least two interacting 

posts instantiating re-use counts as one instance of that category. Similarly, threads with two 

or more posts in the categories openness or network effects count as one instance of the 
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relevant category. Threads of whatever length which fit none of the four categories, for 

example discussions about exams or workload, are excluded from the analyses.  

On the institutional spaces OUGeneral and OUCulture combined, out of a total of 187 

threads, the top category was re-use, with 68 threads (36% of all posts), followed by link 

display with 54 threads (29%), then openness and network effects with 3 threads (3%) for 

each category. Figure 4 summarizes these findings. 

[Insert Figure 4 here] 

Figure 4: percentage of threads in each SN category in all spaces 

[B] Sub-corpus quantitative analysis: differences and similarities in SN use 

Next, the two institutional forums were examined to assess different SN practices. 

OUGeneral had 64 (34 %) threads from the category re-use, 41 (22%), from the category 

link-display 3 (3 %) from openness and 3 (3%) from network effects. In OUCulture, on the 

other hand, link-display was the most frequent category, totalling 13 threads (7%), while 4 

threads (2%) were from re-use, with no data in the other two categories. In the Facebook sub-

corpus, most of the threads (120 out of 129) did not involve dedicated SN features but were 

limited to text-based exchanges. The only SN category found in FBPublic was the non-

interactive category link-display: 7 (5%) instances.  

Using this categorial scheme, it appears that Facebook was not being used as an SN space. 

One possible reason is that the period when FBPublic was active (September-December 

2010) was when the new cohort was not yet socialized as a group, having freshly enrolled. In 

contrast, FBPrivate seems to have picked up where FBPublic left off:  two of the SN 

categories were substantially represented: out of 1227 (100%) posts, threads belonging to the 
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category re-use  represented 3%, while 2% were from link-display, and 0.2% contained 

instances of openness. Network effects were not evidenced.  

Finally, qualitative analysis suggests that exchanges in FBPrivate were broadly similar to 

those in the O.U. forums in terms of category distribution, although there was a difference in 

volume of interaction with the institutional forums generating more. Re-use was the main 

form of SN practice in the O.U. Forums. In the Facebook groups it has first rank, together 

with link-display. The second-ranking category on the O.U. Forums, with equal top-ranking 

on the Facebook groups, was link-display. Openness and network effects were not very 

productive categories on the O.U. forums, and they were respectively negligible and non-

existent on the Facebook groups. These low frequencies are interesting, or disappointing, 

depending on perspective, because openness and network effects are seen as integral to the 

idea of social networking in web 2.0. Yet, based on our quantitative analyses, students 

appeared to under-utilize the SN affordances of specialized SN sites. To the extent that they 

engaged with SN practices, they did so more frequently on the enhanced forum provided by 

the institution. 

 [A] Qualitative analyses  

[B] Re-use  

The dataset was broken down into two subsets: one where students found existing resources  

on the Internet, and the other where the resources were student-created. Threads in the 

category re-use typically involved a mix of elements from all four categories of IL. An 

elaborated example will be presented at the end of the section (Figure 5). 

 [C] Re-use of found resources  
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Students typically shared links to existing, third-party resources such as poems, magazine 

articles, songs, photographs, videos and audios. They discussed, reviewed and sometimes 

modified them. Contents varied widely, ranging from news items (Li Na’s tennis victories) to 

art and entertainment (Chinese performers of Western classical music, Chinese pop songs, Ai 

Weiwei’s Sunflower Seeds installation, Chinese circus and dance, or China-relevant Western 

products such as John Adams’ opera Nixon in China or a Chinese dubbed version of the 

English children’s cartoon Postman Pat, or the popular automobile television program Top 

Gear in Chinese).  

The category also includes exchanges concerning Chinese-learning software, including 

character recognition applications, applications for transcribing Mandarin into Pinyin, 

speech-slowing and tone-recognition aids, and other aids for use on computers, games 

consoles and mobile devices. Students also discussed the educational merits of various free 

educational Chinese websites. The most popular genre of site featured a humorous or 

transgressive import, such as websites about social etiquette in China or about swearing in 

Chinese.  

[C] Re-use of student-generated resources 

Students also generated their own resources, typically creating linguistic and/or cultural 

stimuli that peers then used as a basis for independent study. Created stimuli could be 

personal photographs or videos, e.g. items filmed by students in China or in the UK; for 

example, a Chinese New Year dance in a student’s hometown in the UK, or a UK student’s 

Chinese wife preparing a favorite Chinese recipe. One imaginative example bringing together 

the found and the created categories was a home-made video of a student singing along to a 

Chinese pop song karaoke-style posted with an invitation to peers to enjoy the song and 
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comment on the pronunciation. The most popular created resources were designed for mutual 

help with culture, vocabulary, tone and character-writing, as well as cultural learning. 

Students' responses to the found and created materials suggest that peers worked with these 

materials either at the invitation of the initial poster: “Got any good Chinese recipes or tips 

for eating out? Post them here.”, or of their own accord: “I was reading with great interest the 

thread about idioms that Kim started. Whilst reading some on the internet, I stumbled upon 

some Confucius quotes and thought a similar thread would also be fun and possibly 

inspiring.” They constructed for themselves, bearing in mind that their formal course 

commitments were running in parallel, what amounted to mini extension projects. Some of 

these took an issue from the formal course and explored it further; e.g., an informal group 

debrief after the completion of an assignment, or the use of wikipedia and a travel blog to 

solve a long debate about a sociolinguistic topic that came up in their formal course. Other 

such projects were supportive of study across the course modules; e.g., the sharing of aids for 

tone work, or vocabulary memorization in preparation for assignments. Others yet had no 

direct relationship to the course other than in enhancing students’ exposure to Chinese 

language and culture generally. 

An illustration of the way the four indicators of IL structured the qualitative analysis of SN 

practices is offered in Figure 5 below. It represents one thread from OUGeneral that falls into 

the category of re-use. The thread, condensed here, contains 27 posts by 18 students 

contributed between 12 October and 9 November 2010. The trigger was a section of the 

formal course about the importance of lucky numbers in Chinese culture. Representing the 

build-up of information during the life of the thread, the curved arrows represent the co-

emergence of a new learning object (a composite resource for thinking about lucky numbers) 
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created and shared by the group to support their formal study which, together with the forum 

contents, make up the student-enhanced learning environment. 

[INSERT FIGURE 5] 

Figure 5: analyzing the IL features of an example thread  

 

[B] Openness 

On FBPrivate, four short threads are can be seen as examples of openness: a student created a 

blog and dedicated it to discussing the marks that the group received for its formal 

assignments. Four times over three weeks she invited peers to avail themselves of this open 

resource. In spite of her persistence, only two posts were made: the student’s brief 

presentation of her blog and one reply. 

On OUGeneral the following three instances of openness were found. 

Thread 1 (2 posts, 2 participants): a student posted to say that he had used nciku (an online 

Chinese pedagogical wiki) to create two vocabulary learning sessions for his course mates. 

The post received one response on the forum, but each of the original poster’s vocabulary 

items on nciku displayed numbers of visits between 7 and 47, which may indicate that peers 

read them and/or listened to the pronunciation audios. However, it may also indicate that the 

original poster made repeated visits to his own items, and/or that his nciku page was visited 

by random Internet users. 

Thread 2 (9 posts, 5 participants). a student posted personal photos taken in China. Following 

positive comments from peers he invited the group to visit an open-source photographic 
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repository where he kept more photos, suggesting they might add their own. There is no 

evidence whether the peers used the external open-source site. 

Thread 3 (24 posts, 8 participants): a student posted to say that he had created “a small 

flashcard program/application that will eventually test people on the key vocabulary [in the 

course]” and invited others to test it. The thread developed over 16 days, with seven students 

testing and reviewing the user-generated open product offered by the original poster. 

While threads 1 and 2 illustrate community-minded creation of open access digital resources, 

no evidence transpires from the posts that any IL derived from these student-led initiatives. In 

contrast, Thread 3 meets two of the conditions for IL, in that the created object was used by 

peers who reflected on it and enhanced its potential future value to their community and 

beyond by providing feedback to its creator.  

[C] Network effects 

There are only three examples of  network effects, all on OUGeneral. Thread 1 is the Lion 

Dance thread already seen in Figure 3. In Thread 2 (11 posts, 5 participants including 1 tutor) 

a tutor. posted a link to a pedagogical website. Student A posted her positive review of the 

site. Student B recommended the tutor’s blog. Student C posted his positive review of the 

tutor’s blog. Student D reported on her visit to the blog and what she has learnt there: “I 

found out from Tutor J.'s blog I'm a 外曾祖母 wai zeng zu mu”
iii

. In Thread 3 (6 posts, 3 

participants) Student J invited reviews of the Nintendo DS Chinese Learning Game to see 

whether he should buy it as a study aid. Student K posted an 81-word review of a similar 

product (an iPhone application). Student L asked for more information. Student M responded 

with three links to external reviews. Finally Student N posted a 201-word review of the 

Nintendo game. 
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We can interpret the elements of IL in Thread 1 (Lion Dance) by reference to the co-

emergent process: the final poster, Student TW, was able to benefit from the input of Student 

SP (who posted the video), Student KA (who reflected on the video and asked a question) 

and Student ZX (who provided a resource relevant to the question). Student TW synthesized 

these posts and used the information to enhance her professional activities. The co-emergent 

dimension of IL is apparent in Threads 2 and 3 where participants co-create a new learning 

object, distribute this across these spaces and their reflective work (reviews) provides 

organizing principles. 

 

 [A] Discussion  

In all four spaces, students favor link-display and re-use . A smaller number of users create 

open resources (openness) and very few are involved in building network effects. The 

qualitative analysis suggests some reasons for this. The practice of openness is least 

successful where the core institutional culture goes against it: it is likely that the blog for 

discussing marks failed because the O.U. does not have a culture of open discussion of 

assignment marks; conversely, it is possible that the nciku vocabulary sessions failed because 

the formal O.U. course offers students opportunities for structuring their vocabulary-building. 

Students may be unwilling to replicate this in the time that they spend on SNs. In the data, 

network effects involve small groups of students reflectively collaborating on multiple sites. 

Although the complexity of this practice is well-managed by the participants, examples of 

this feature are very few, suggesting that managing complexity is either a rare skill among the 

cohort, or is too time-consuming for most students in the process of completing formal 

coursework. Finally, the success of the SN feature of re-use may be explained by the 

possibility that students use social networking to compensate for the gaps that they perceive 
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in the provision available through the institutional environment, and to bring to each other the 

benefits of the student-enhanced environment; e.g. ,sharing cultural knowledge by mediating 

it through a variety of digital resources. The data offers examples of students declaring 

acquisition, reflecting on resources and processes, offering community-oriented inputs and – 

although much less frequently -co-creating resources, which indicates that all four elements 

in the IL model are represented.  

These SN participation patterns carry implications for practitioners. The study suggests that 

when SN opportunities are made available for adjunct learning, participation can falter 

depending on how the opportunity is cast. A first example is that OUCulture has only 4 

threads in the category re-use, suggesting that students may be hesitant to contribute to a 

forum headed by the possibly intimidating instruction to “have a think” about specific 

sections of the formal materials. This is in contrast to OUGeneral, a very productive forum, 

with its friendly rubric inviting students to treat it as a Café. A second example is the failure 

of more directive students to persuade their peers to join in structured activities; e.g., the 

group’s reluctance to use their peer’s blog for discussing marks, or the unanswered plea by 

one student to a peer who had clicked ‘Like’ when he suggested collaborating: “don’t just 

like it R., tell me if you’re up for it”. Most popular, instead, are personal contributions: 

personal photos or videos on Chinese themes were enthusiastically commented on for their 

content as well as for what they reveal of the personality of the poster. In these cases, SN is 

seen principally as dedicated to study-related socialization. The current study suggests that 

even teachers who are keen to go beyond a transfer of conventional activities to a SN, and are 

intent on drawing from dedicated SN functionalities and designing specific medium-relevant 

tasks, may find factors working against them. For example, bearing in mind that the inter-

personal dimensions of SN-mediated learning are strong attractants and that the culture of SN 
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is characterized by casual frequentation, then teacher-fronted invitations to join in prescribed 

talk or tasks may be experienced as going counter to SN practices and may thereby induce a 

more restricted forms of interaction, answering the teacher, or halt the interaction altogether. 

Earlier work on teacher intervention in online conferencing (Lamy and Goodfellow, 1999, 

Jiang and Meskill, 2000; Lamy and Shield, 2001) would seem to support the transfer of this 

trend to SN-mediated educational settings. 

Finally, the study suggests some ideological issues for students, teachers and researchers 

working in SN. The Facebook groups included content that was not found in the institution’s 

spaces, likely due to the fact that the Facebook groups are not moderated. On FBPublic, for 

example, one intrusive advert for a slimming cure appeared. This caused complaints by 

members and swift suppression by the student administering the group. Another example was 

the appearance alongside a student’s photograph of a meal he was served when visiting China 

of insulting comments about Chinese cuisine. Because of the design and access protocols of 

public pages on Facebook, it was not possible to ascertain whether the anti-Chinese postings 

originated from a student, or from a non-student member of the public. Pedagogical and 

ideological issues are raised by this type of occurrence but the swift deletion of the offensive 

comments by an unidentified person made this incident unavailable for archiving as part of 

the research (a typical drawback of research on non-institutional SN sites). FBPrivate was 

less vulnerable to this kind of disruption, but by the site was archived, some videos posted by 

the students were listed as ‘Now unavailable’, removed by an unidentified party. Copyright 

reasons may explain these deletions. In some cases political motives for deletion were 

possibly involved.  

[A] Limitations 
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Among the limitations of the study was the instability of primary data on SN sites mentioned 

above. Secondly, the multimodal nature of the data (texts, audios, videos, images, and Likes) 

was not aptly represented because the chosen analytical frameworks were inherited from text-

based research traditions. More work should be done in future to adapt multimodal discourse 

analysis methods to the research topics (IL and SN) addressed here. Finally, this chapter has 

relied on a purely observational methodology for identifying participation patterns for 

informal learning.  Collection of instructor reports was by definition impossible (SN activities 

being informal) and student self-reporting of IL was deemed unreliable (Schugurensky, 2007, 

paragraphs 31-32). However, as that author also suggests, there are possible counter-

strategies which could be employed in future research of this type such as asking respondents 

for narratives rather than survey answers or interviews, and pooling narratives so respondents 

may use each others’ stories as critical recall points for their own IL experiences Such 

techniques could help determine in what ways common but apparently non-interactive 

practices such as link-display contribute to community-building and to learning.  

[A] Conclusion  

Insights from the research presented in this chapter suggest that the social media’s specific 

Web 2.0 affordances are not deployed evenly by student users: those affordances with more 

intimate, personal dimensions (e.g. working with someone else’s proposals or personal 

artifacts) are more favored than those with a more abstract purpose (e.g. building an open 

resource). However, those SN practices that were observed were conducive to IL as an 

adjunct to formal course activities. It also appears that sites specifically designed for SN such 

as Facebook do not serve the interests of those engaging in study-related socialization any 

better than traditional sites such as forums enhanced with multimodal functionalities. Finally, 

although some forms of interaction may be implicitly inhibited on institutional sites for 
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commercial or ethical reasons, public SN sites are prone to forms of constraint too, 

ideological or political.  

Finally, it seems the question of how the SN can be harnessed to support language education 

is the wrong one to ask. More relevant to an understanding of learning opportunities, perhaps, 

is the question of how language students’ prior learning cultures – including their language 

learning and IT literacy antecedents – may prepare them to recognize and avail themselves of 

the different features afforded by SN sites. 
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i  All names and initials in the chapter have been changed. Spellings of student posts 

are as found. 

ii  I obtained permission from the creator of FBPrivate to join the group after the end of 

the study year, thus protecting the data from contamination by the display of my name on the 

members list during the research period itself. Due to its public status, FBPublic did not 

display the names of observers. 

iii  maternal great-grandmother 
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